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Proceeding as before, (x, y) \ + V 1 [z yv (0, y) ] + V, [z xx (x, 0) Let (x, y, z) be the coordinates of the point whose parameter is t, and let s be any value of the parameter; then Russell essays to make clear, in outline at all events, in this book, and he does it partly by a general critique on the methodologies of philosophy and science and partly, indeed mainly, by handling certain specific problems of philosophy in the spirit and the manner of science. The chief ones among these illustrative examples belong to the general problem of the relation between the data of sense and the time, space, and matter of mathematical physics. The discussion is guided by a highly important and exceedingly difficult aim. The aim is to sketch a method available in all departments of philosophy and "adequate to yield whatever objective scientific knowledge it is possible to obtain." Traditional philosophy, however worthy of studious attention, has been too impatient; it has been too ambitious; its pretensions and claims have been grossly extravagant; it has not
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